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2008 Land Rover Defender TD4, etc.
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Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

1 1983 OPEL Manta 400

First registration: 30/06/1983
Chassis number: W0L000058D6114365 (01)
Odometer reading: 25797 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 2

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 2200 cm²
Number of cylinders: 4

Body color: White and Yellow
Interior trim: Fabric
Extra information: The Manta is a sporty Opel from the seventies and
eighties. After the Manta A, the Manta B came on the market in September
1975. This successor was completely different from its predecessor, both
externally and internally. The Manta B stands out for its angular appearance
and large air slots on the front. As an alternative to the rectangular
headlamps, among other things, the German house tuner Irmscher lamp
units with double round spotlights could be purchased.

From 1978, the Manta was also available in the three-door version CC,
which stands for CombiCoupé. This was mainly known for its greatly
increased space in the interior and trunk. The fastest versions were named
Manta i200 (1985-1986) and i240 (1985-1986), with the aim of obtaining
homologation for rallying. The i400 (1981-1984) was a car in itself, with
optional widened wheel arches and a large spoiler on the trunk lid. The
chassis of the Manta i400 was significantly modified: as a five-bolt chassis
with the rear axle of the Opel Commodore, which was to provide more
traction. The engine of the i400 was a 2.4 liter with a power of 144 hp in the
street version and up to 350 hp in its Rally Group B version (phase 4).
Notable international rally drivers in the Manta B 400 were: Henri Toivonen
and Ari Vatanen for the Rothmans Opel team, Russel Brooks for the
Andrews Heat For Hire Team, Jimmy McRea, Guy Colsoul for the Opel
Bastos and ODTH (Opel Dealer Team Holland) .

This particular Manta has a 2.2 liter 4-cylinder engine and has been
converted to the look of the iconic 400 rally car. Recently completely
restored (from the base) by a recognized bodywork company, with the
application of original Manta 400 pieces. That's why it feels like a new car,
with a great race-inspired sound.

Board documents:
Certificate of registration (B): present

Test certificate: present

7000€
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2 1952 MERCEDES-BENZ 220 Convertible

Year of construction: 1952
Chassis number: 2201870120923250
Odometer reading: 34661 Miles
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 2195 cm²
Number of cylinders: 6

Body color: Gray-blue
Interior trim: Leather
Additional Information: The Mercedes-Benz W187 is a full-size luxury car
produced by Mercedes-Benz from 1951 to 1955. Introduced at the Frankfurt
Motor Show in April 1951, it was powered by the six-cylinder M180 engine
and was available as a saloon, coupé and convertible, all marked with the
220 model name. Despite its pre-World War II reputation as a luxury car
manufacturer, in the post-war years Mercedes-Benz only produced
passenger cars with four-cylinder engines. The W187 Mercedes-Benz 220
and the flagship W186 Mercedes-Benz 300 Adenauer, introduced together
in 1951, were the first Mercedes to feature six-cylinder engines again.

This original, unrestored car comes from a large Mercedes collection from
California. The car has had 1 owner and with its gray paint and blue soft top
it is a stylish appearance. The soft top has recently been renewed.
The car starts and drives and forms the perfect basis for restoration.

Board documents:
US Title California (taxes paid): available

22750€

3 1979 MERCEDES-BENZ 280 SL (R107)

Year of construction: 1979
Chassis number: 10704212007260
Odometer reading: 67,949 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Automatic
Cylinder capacity: 2800 cm²
Number of cylinders: 6

Body color: Gold
Interior upholstery: Leather & Fabric
Additional information: The Mercedes-Benz W107 series (officially known as
R107) was produced from 1971 to 1989, making it the longest-running
Mercedes model alongside the G-series.

This car is equipped with Mercedes' 185 hp 2800cc six in-line engine and is
in very nice condition. All systems are working properly. The typical color
combination of champagne and dark brown interior is classic and timeless.

Board documents:
Dutch registration certificate: present

7000€
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4 1974 SUZUKI GT380

Year of construction: 1974
Chassis number: 46043
Odometer reading: 12620 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 371 cm²
Number of cylinders: 3

Body color: Blue
Interior trim: Leather
Additional information: The GT380 is a water-cooled 3-cylinder two-stroke
motorcycle produced by the Japanese Suzuki from 1972 to 1979. As the
GT750's smaller brother, it is one of the first Japanese motorcycles to be
equipped with a liquid-cooled engine. In fact, the "Society of Automotive
Engineers of Japan" count the 1971 Suzuki GT series as one of the 240
best achievements of Japanese automotive technology.

This is a classic within the motorcycle world. The bike is in top condition and
has been stylishly adapted to a subtle cafe racer look.

Board documents:
Certificate of conformity: present
Certificate of registration (B): present

1400€
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5 2008 LAND-ROVER Defender TD4

First registration: 09/09/2008
Chassis number: SALLDVAS88A757378
Odometer reading: 72272 km
Fuel: Diesel
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 2400 cm²
Number of cylinders: 4

Body color: Dark gray
Interior trim: Leather
Additional information: The Land Rover Defender is a four-wheel drive all-
terrain vehicle from the British brand Land Rover. The design is based on
the earlier Land Rover Series 1, 2 and 3 and production runs from 1948.

Developed for use in extreme conditions, the car is equipped with a central
differential that can be locked for optimum off-road traction. The Defender
does not have a monocoque, but a body-on-chassis construction that
makes it easy to replace all parts of the car, and often also by hand.
After a production run of 67 years, the last Defender rolled off the line in
2015, which officially puts the Defender in the history books as a classic.

This Defender is equipped with a 2400cc turbo diesel engine, coupled with a
manual 5-speed gearbox. The interior is in good condition with sports seats
and additional passenger seats in the cargo area.

Both body and bottom are in neat and correct condition. The anthracite color
combined with black rims and grill provide the typical Defender off-road
look.

Board documents:
Certificate of conformity: not available
French Certificate of Registration: present
The buyer receives a certificate of loss of vehicle documents.

9625€
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6 1971 FIAT Nuova 500

Year of construction: 1971
Chassis number: ON REQUEST
Odometer reading: 1251 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: Start button

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 689.5 cm²
Number of cylinders: 2

Body color: Red
Interior trim: Leather
Extra information: The FIAT 500 was introduced in 1957, and is one of the
smallest mass-produced cars. The model was smaller than the 600
introduced two years earlier and designed to use as little steel as possible.
The roof is partly made of fabric to save extra steel, so that it can be
opened. The FIAT 500 was intended as an Italian car for the people. Not
only cheap, but also easy to maintain. The parts were simple and easily
available, allowing the consumer to do the maintenance themselves. The 2-
cylinder engine was placed in the rear and the car proved easy to navigate
through narrow streets and small places.
The first copies were shown to the public in Turin on July 4, 1957. A
procession of cars left the factory and at the same time a similar procession
drove to St. Peter's Square in Rome. Although sales got off to a slow start,
and the 500 was delivered quite bare (to keep the market share of the 600),
the model gained great popularity, eventually making nearly four million
copies.
This version is nothing short of a recreation racer inspired by the iconic
Abarth home tuner. You can see that a lot of work has been done on this
car, and the more than 40,000 euros investment results in a fantastic red
body, complete with vintage details, roll cage, racing shells, brake discs,
racing installation headsets and Tripmaster for an old-timer rally. A beautiful
creation.

Board documents:
Dutch registration certificate: present

Test certificate: available and valid until 28/03/2020

7000€
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7 2016 PORSCHE 911 (991.2) Carerra S Convertible

First registration: 03/06/2016
Chassis number: WPOCB2A94HS154470
Odometer reading: 28569 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 2

Transmission: Automatic
Cylinder capacity: 3000 cm²
Number of cylinders: 6

Body color: Gray
Interior trim: Leather
Additional information: The 991 is Porsche's seventh generation 911 sports
car. Unveiled at the 2011 Frankfurt Motor Show, it was immediately well
received. Porsche continues the formula for success, combining classic 911
lines with ongoing technical innovation. The 991 is built on an entirely new
platform, only the third since the original was launched in 1963.

In 2015, the facelift was also presented in Frankfurt. In addition to bumpers
and exhaust, lights were also redesigned and the 991.2 received a motor
upgrade. The 911 of this generation always has at least a 3,000cc twin-
turbo 6-cylinder boxer engine with horsepower above 350.

This Carrera is an S and therefore has 420 hp. The convertible is equipped
with a 7-speed PDK (Porsche Doppelkupplung) gearbox, which is known for
its almost instant shifting and its general solidity. At 290 km / h you are at
the top speed.

Board documents:
Certificate of conformity: not available
German certificate of registration: present
The buyer receives a certificate of loss of vehicle documents.

28000€
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8 2005 BENTLEY Continental GT

First registration: 21/05/2005
Chassis number: SCBCR63W85C028756
Odometer reading: 167,898 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Automatic
Cylinder capacity: 6000 cm²
Number of cylinders: 12

Body color: Silver gray
Interior trim: Leather
Additional Information: Since 2003, the Continental GT has been known as
Bentley's true Gran Turismo. He is the beautiful successor to the Rolls
Royce-based Continental R (and T) and was also drawn by renowned
Belgian designer Dirk van Braeckel, resulting in a static and timeless
design.

New, the top-class GT cost more than 150,000 euros and it has the
powerful six-liter twin-turbo W12 engine, with 560 hp and a time from 0 to
100 in 4.8 seconds. The torque is even more impressive, 750 Nm is
available from 1,750 rpm and that is why the repetitions are spectacular,
typically Bentley.

This version from 2005, with a full maintenance history and perfect report
from the Technical Inspection, spoils with luxury while you can reach a top
speed of 318 km per hour on the Autobahn. The car is in beautiful condition
and is executed in a stylish color combination.

Board documents:
Certificate of conformity: present
Certificate of registration (B): present

Test certificate: available and valid until 21/06/2020

7350€
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9 2016 MERCEDES-BENZ C 63 AMG

First registration: 03/06/2016
Chassis number: WDD2050861F388865
Odometer reading: 101 969 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Automatic
Cylinder capacity: 4000 cm²
Number of cylinders: 8

Body color: White
Interior trim: Leather
Additional information: The C 63 AMG is the sporty top version of the C-
Class from Mercedes Benz.

AMG has been making its own versions of the C-class since the 1990s, but
previously they were called by their displacement. There were the C36
AMG, C43 AMG and C55 AMG. From the W204 generation, however, it was
called 63 AMG. It now indicates to be a V8-AMG, rather than what the
content is. There were also other names, such as 45 AMG and 43 AMG, but
these concerned 4 or 6 cylinders.

In 2014, the C 63 AMG of the W205 generation. This uses a version of the
4000cc biturbo V8 of the AMG GT. Power is 476 hp and 650 Nm.
It is remarkable that the two twin scroll turbos are in the V of the engine. The
block should consume 32% less fuel than the outgoing model. Again the car
has a 7-speed automatic and rear-wheel drive. The acceleration from 0–100
km / h happens in 4.1 seconds.

This C 63 is in beautiful condition and comes with all necessary documents
to register.

Board documents:
Certificate of conformity: not available
German certificate of registration: present
The buyer receives a certificate of loss of vehicle documents.

14000€
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10 1973 FIAT 500 R.

Year of construction: 1973
Chassis number: 6139027
Odometer reading: 49822 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 2

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 594 cm²
Number of cylinders: 2

Body color: White
Interior trim: Leather
Extra information: This Fiat 500 R has been completely restored by a true
enthusiast. Every screw of this Italian cult classic is new and the whole story
of the restoration is even included in a book (see the photos). This
'Cinquecento' has of course a completely overhauled engine, but also a
newly covered leather interior and new paint. It has been restored for over
600 hours in total.

All invoices for the parts are also included, in this very neat classic. You do
not often find them, already introduced in Belgium, application for
registration available.

Board documents:
Italian registration certificate: present

3500€

11 1975 FIAT 500 R.

Year of construction: 1975
Chassis number: 110F5201124
Odometer reading: 72463 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 650 cm²
Number of cylinders: 2

Body color: Blue
Interior trim: Leather
Additional information: This Fiat 500 has also been completely restored. The
interior has been completely renewed with new seats and seats, as well as
carpet. The paintwork is of good quality and the striking color compliments
the new chrome elements nicely.

The engine was upgraded to a 650cc, equipped with an extra oil pump,
electronic fuel pump and electronic 123 ignition (for better reliability), as well
as a sports exhaust. The entire restoration is documented, with all invoices
present and an additional appraisal report, where the car is estimated at
12,000 euros.

Board documents:
Dutch registration certificate: present

2800€
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12 1987 PORSCHE 928 S4

First registration: 15/09/1987
Chassis number: WP0ZZZ92ZHS861136
Odometer reading: 94378 miles
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Automatic
Cylinder capacity: 5000 cm²
Number of cylinders: 8

Body color: Black
Interior trim: Leather
Extra information: The 928 was produced between 1977 and 1995 and was
a very advanced car for its time. The intention was even to follow the
famous Porsche 911. In the front is a water-cooled aluminum V8, with
transaxle configuration, which means that the gearbox is above the rear
axle, resulting in optimal weight distribution.

This car is equipped with the latest and ultimate version of Porsche's V8
engine series in the 928. A 5000cc double camshaft with 32 valves,
producing 320 hp. Coming from the United States and directly from an
enthusiast who has taken good care of it. The invoices present prove a
good maintenance history, for example the timing belt was recently
replaced. The paint and interior are also in good condition and the car is on
its original chrome rims.

The car has already been imported and comes with the vignette E705 and
the original American registration certificate.

Board documents:
US registration certificate: present

7000€
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13 1974 PORSCHE 914

Year of construction: 1974
Chassis number: 4752905932
Mileage reading: 82043 Miles
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 2000 cm²
Number of cylinders: 4

Body color: White
Interior upholstery: Leather & Fabric
Extra information: The Porsche 914 is a sports car that was designed, built
and commercialized between 1969 and 1976 by Porsche and Volkswagen.
It has a mid-engine and targa roof, succeeded in 1976 by the Porsche 924.

Both a 6-cylinder and 4-cylinder boxer engine were available, this beautiful
copy with the famous Martini striping has the smaller boxer. The striking
paintwork has been beautifully restored, the car starts & drives, but could
still use some finishing touches.

The car has already been imported and comes with the vignette E705 and
the original American registration certificate.

Board documents:
US registration certificate: present

7000€
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14 1970 PORSCHE 911 T.

First registration: 28/02/1970
Chassis number: 9110121545
Mileage reading: 68029 Miles
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Manual
Cylinder capacity: 2200 cm²
Number of cylinders: 4

Body color: Red
Interior trim: Leather
Additional information: The Porsche 911 is perhaps the best known sports
car. The appearance of the car was designed by Ferdinand "Butzi" Porsche,
grandson of Ferdinand Porsche (founder of the brand). The iconic shape
has hardly changed in the past fifty years. With the 911 T, Porsche made
the very first change to the 911 model since its launch in 1964. A slightly
longer wheelbase (+ 57 mm) increased both driving comfort and driving
dynamics. The engine capacity was increased to an available 2000cc,
2200cc and 2400cc.

This 911 T is equipped with the 2200cc boxer (which delivers 125 hp) and
has been carefully restored to showroom condition, with great attention to
detail. Ranging from any replaceable rubber to the correct yellow galvanized
hardware. Every system has been renewed: suspension, braking system,
interior and it even got an engine overhaul. The paintwork is top level,
painted in the original Bahia-Red 1313. Originating from the United States,
with a traceable history and existing maintenance history.

The car is 'matching numbers' and all work is documented in a photo album,
which the previous owner had carefully made. In addition, an authentic
Porsche certificate proves the history & background. This is a classic of a
very high level and undoubtedly a strong investment.

Board documents:
Dutch registration certificate: present

31500€
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15 1960 MERCEDES-BENZ 220 SE Heckflosse

Year of construction: 1960
Chassis number: 110141 ****
Odometer reading: 37775 km
Fuel gasoline
Number of keys: 1

Transmission: Automatic
Cylinder capacity: 2143 cm²
Number of cylinders: 6

Body color: Blue
Interior trim: Leather
Extra information: .
Built from 1959 to 1969, the W111 is a predecessor to the current S-class. It
was certainly a very exclusive car for that time.

The W111 pioneered passive safety, and its interior trimmed with protruding
parts to help prevent injuries in the event of an accident. For example, the
door handles no longer protruded. The W111 was the first car with a safety
steering wheel to avoid the spear effect, and introduced a safety cage with
integrated crumple zone, designed by Béla Barényi.

Production started in 1959 and these cars quickly earned the nickname
"Flosse" or "Heckflosse". In the English speaking countries they are known
as "Finnie". The tail fins, which were more harmonious compared to his
American contemporaries, were, according to Mercedes, corner markings,
which were useful when parking. The body design is from the team of then
chief designer Karl Wilfert.

This copy is in correct condition.

Board documents:
Italian registration certificate: present

7000€


